DNA bending in the Sin recombination synapse: functional replacement of HU by IHF.
The serine recombinase Sin requires a non-specific DNA-bending protein such as Hbsu for activity at its recombination site resH. Hbsu, and Sin subunits bound at site II of resH, together regulate recombination, ensuring selectivity for directly repeated resH sites by specifying assembly of an intertwined synapse. To investigate the role of the DNA-bending protein in defining the architecture of the synapse, we constructed a chimaeric recombination site (resF) which allows Hbsu to be substituted by IHF, binding specifically between site I (the crossover site) and site II. Two Sin dimers and one IHF dimer can bind together to the closely adjoining sites in resF, forming folded complexes. The precise position of the IHF site within the site I-site II spacer determines the conformation of these complexes, and also the reactivity of the resF sites in recombination assays. The data suggest that a sharp bend with a specific geometry is required in the spacer DNA, to bring the Sin dimers at sites I and II together in the correct relative orientation for synapse assembly and regulation, consistent with our model for a highly condensed synapse in which Hbsu/IHF has a purely architectural function.